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THE LÉVY-LINDEBERG CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM

IN ORLICZ SPACES ¿^

ANNA T. LAWNICZAK

Abstract. An Lq(T, 5', m)-valued random element X, where í>(íl/2) is equivalent

to a concave function, satisfies the Lévy-Lindeberg central limit theorem if and only

if it is centered and pre-Gaussian; that is, if and only if EX(t) = 0 «i-a.e. and

{EX2(t)}'/2 e L«,

1. Introduction and preliminaries. It is well known that an ¿ -valued random

element A", for 1 ^ p < 2, satisfies the Lévy-Lindeberg central limit theorem (CLT)

if and only if X is pre-Gaussian (i.e. EX(t) = 0 m-a.e. and {EX2(t))x/2 e Lp). This

fact is a consequence of Lp being of cotype 2—see e.g. [1, §3.8]. Recently Giné [9]

proved the above theorem for Lp-valued random elements (0 < p < 1). Since Lp is a

special type of Orlicz space (where í>(í) = tp) it is therefore natural to ask for which

class of Orlicz spaces the above theorem is true. In [10] Gorgadze and Tarieladze

proved that when <í>(í1/2) is equivalent to a convex function 4» (i.e. <&(cxtx/2) < <í>(í)

< 0(c2i1/2) for some cx,c2 e (0, oo) and all t > 0), then ¿^ is of type 2, and,

therefore, the condition {EX2(t))x/2 e L9 is not sufficient to guarantee that the

¿4,-valued random element X satisfies the CLT. In [10] it was also proved that for a

convex function $, such that $(/1/2) is equivalent to a concave function Ô, ¿^ is of

cotype 2. Therefore [8 and 9], we can expect, and it was conjectured by Giné, that

any ¿^-valued random element, where $(f1/2) is equivalent to a concave function <ï>,

satisfies the CLT if and only if it is pre-Gaussian. It is not difficult to realize that

under the last assumption about $, all Lp spaces, 0 < p < 2, are a special case of the

¿^ spaces which are under consideration.

The proof of the Lévy-Lindeberg CLT in Lp, 0 < p < 1, in [9] is based on some

theorems whose validity is unknown for general L<¡, spaces and also depends on the

p-homogeneity of the seminorm. The author's proof is based on the correspondence

between measures on ¿^ spaces and measurable stochastic processes with sample

paths in ¿^ spaces, and makes no assumption on the p-homogeneity of the

seminorm.

The author wishes to thank Evarist Giné for many helpful discussions on this

topic, and also the referee of the earlier manuscripts for the remark which allowed to

a shortening of the proof of the theorem.
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Let (T,(5,m) be an arbitrary a-finite measure space with a-algebra SF and a

separable measure m. Let S be the space of equivalence classes in m of all

real-valued Lf measurable functions.

By í> let us denote a continuous, nonnegative, nondecreasing function defined for

u ^ 0 such that 4>(m) = 0 if and only if u = 0. We assume additionally that <!>(«)

satisfies the so-called A2 condition, i.e., there is a positive constant k such that for

any u, $(2h) < k$(u). For xeX, let us put

R*(x) =

and let ¿^ be the set of all x g 5 such that R^ax) < oo for a positive constant a.

The set L^ is a linear space under the usual addition and scalar multiplication.

Moreover it becomes a complete, separable metric space [14] under the (usually

nonhomogeneous) seminorm || • H^:

W<,= inf{c:c>0,/v^(c-|x)<c},

The space (L^, || • ||^) is called an Orlicz space.

By the same arguments as in [9] we can show that the restrictions concerning the

space (¿, ?F; m) do not influence the generality of the theorem.

For convenience, let us recall the necessary facts concerning probability measures

on (L^, ®ib(Lfj), where <S(¿<()) is the Borel a-algebra in ¿<J>.

A. For each probability measure p on (L.,%(L<>)), a measurable stochastic

process f = (Ç(t): t g ¿} can be constructed with simple paths in ¿^ such that

l(x) = x jn-a.e. (f is the random element generated by the stochastic process f ), the

induced measure pt is equal to p, and, conversely, each jointly measurable stochastic

process Ç(t,<») defined on ¿, with almost all its sample paths in ¿^ induces an

L^(T, ¥, w)-valued random element [4],

B. Let f, be some measurable stochastic processes with sample paths in ¿^,

i = 1,2, and let p, denote the measures induced by f, on %(L<p), i = 1,2. Then

p, = p2 if and only if there is a T0 g ?f, m(T0) = 0, such that the corresponding

finite-dimensional distributions of £, and f2 based on points T\T0 are equal [3].

C. An ¿^-valued r.e. f (or p.m. p on (¿<f>, <5)(¿<f>)) is Gaussian if for any pair of

independent copies of f, Xl and X2, the random elements Xx + X2 and X¡ - X2 are

independent; this definition is equivalent to: the process f with sample paths in ¿^ is

Gaussian if and only if there exists a measurable subset T0, m(TQ) = 0, such that for

all finite sets {?,,..., tk} c T\T0 the random vector (£(#,),..., Ç(tk)) is Gaussian

[4].
D. Let f = {f(r) : í e 7} be a measurable Gaussian process and let 0(r) = EÇ(t),

K(s, t) = £(?(i) - 0(s)) ■ (f(r) - 0(0). Then for almost every to, ?(•, w) g ¿^ if

and only if 0 g ¿^ and (for the diagonal of K) Kx/2 g ¿í,. If almost all sample

paths of the process I belong to the space ¿^ then the measure pt induced by f on

(Lq, ^(¿.j,)) is Gaussian [5],

E. An ¿^,-valued r.e. X is pre-Gaussian if and only if {EX2(t)}x/2 G ¿^ [12].

F. Let Z„, « g A/, be ¿^-valued symmetric Gaussian r.e.'s such that £(Z„) -» t(Z).

Then Z is also Gaussian and symmetric [9].

f <b(\x(t)\)m(dt)
J T
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G. Let M be a complete separable metric space and let Yn , Zn, be M-valued r.e.'s

(e > 0, n g N) such that: (a) £(F„ E) -» t(Yf for some r.e.'s Ye; and (b) for each

e > 0 there exists «(e) < oo such that for all n > n(e), dpT(Zn, Yn f < e, where dpr

is any distance metrizing convergence in probability. Then w-limn E(Z„) and

w-limf x0 £(Ff) exist and are equal (w-lim denotes limit in the weak topology)

(Billingsley [2] and Pisier [13]).

H. Let xk, x g ¿^. Then \\xk — x\\^ as k -» oo if and only if R(\xk — x\) -» 0 as

k -> oo [14].

Proposition. Let {Xn) be a sequence of L^-valued r.e.'s such that:

(l)t(X„)is a tight family of p.m.

(2) There exists a measurable subset ¿0, m(T0) = 0, such that for any finite set

{?„..., ?,}c T\T0,

£(*„(,,),...,*„(/,)) ^P„.tk.

Then the sequence (£(Xn)} is weakly convergent to some p.m. p on (L^, %(L¿)) and if

f = {Ç(t ) '■ t g T) is any measurable stochastic process with almost all sample paths in

Lç such that pf = p, then there exists a measurable subset ¿,, m(Tx) = 0, such that for

any finite subset (t'f. .,tk}o T\ ¿,, £■(&{).?(rA)) = Wi'r'-it-

Proof. For the proof it is sufficient to show that there exists a p.m. p on

(L.,%(L<f¡)) such that each subsequence of (£(Xn)) contains a subsequence which

is weakly convergent to p.

Let (t(Xm)) be an arbitrary subsequence of (t(Xn)). Since (t(Xn)) is a tight

family, (t(Xm)} contains a subsequence (t(Xm/)), such that t(Xmf -> y, for some

p.m. y. By Skorohod's theorem there exist ¿^-valued random elements Gm , G with

laws t(Xm ), y, respectively, such that Gm -* G a.e. This implies that for some

subsequence (m¡), Gm (t, w) -» G(t, co) (m X P)-a.e. From this and fact B it follows

that there exists a measurable subset T0, m(T0) = 0, such that for any finite set

{',.'*)<= T\T0,

(Gm¡(tx),..., Gm¡(tk)) -> (G(tx),...,G(tk))    inP;

therefore   £(Gm(r,),. .., Gm¡(tk)) -* £(G(í,),. . ., G(tk)).   Since

£(<V.('i).   Gmftk))=UXm(tx),...,Xm(tk)),

then, by assumption (2) of the Proposition,

£(G(í,),...,G(íJ) = p(|.tk,

and from fact B it follows that there exists a p.m. p on (¿0, %(Lff) such that each

subsequence of (t(Xn)} contains a subsequence which converges weakly to p. Let f

be as in the assumption of the Proposition. Then by B there exists a measurable

subset ¿,, ¿0 c r„ m(Tx) = 0, such that for any finite set [tx,.. .,tk)ci T\ ¿,,

£(l;(tx),...,t;(tk)) = Z(G(tx),...,G(tk)) = p!i.
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2. The Central Limit Theorem. We assume throughout that $(r1/2) is equivalent

to a concave function $ (i.e. $(c,i1/2) < 4>(f) < $(c2r1/2) for some c„ c2 g (0, oo)

and all t > 0), and Jensen's inequality implies, for any random variable f,

(1) £*(|£|)<*(£|?|).

Theorem, (a) Let X be a centered ¿^ = LAfT,®,m)-valued r.e., $(/'/2) is

equivalent to ^-concave, and let X¡, i G N, be independent copies of X. If

(2) [EX2(t))'/2 G L,

then

where y is the symmetric Gaussian p.m. determined by the covariance of X, i.e. such

that

(4) f x(s)x(t)dy(x) = EX(s)X(t)

for all s and t outside a set of m-measure zero.

(b) Conversely, if X is an L^-valued r.e. such that {£(E"=, X¡/nx/2))'^=x is weakly

convergent, then X is centered and (2) holds ( hence also (3) and (A)).

Proof. For the proof of (a), let Tr ? T, r ç N, with Tr e f, m(Tr) < oo. Let

o(t) = Kx/2(t, t). For each Tr and for each c > 0 let us define

y/(,,w) = /*(''")     ifie Trando(t)<c,

10 otherwise,

Z;(i,to) = X(/,to)- Y¡(t,u),

and, similarly, Zf, Y/c for the r.e.'s X¡. Clearly Yf, Z[ are still mean zero r.e.'s. Since

{£|y/(r,to)|2}'
|2\l/2/ < c       if ' e  ¿r,

= 0     otherwise,

this ensures that  Yf satisfies CLT in L2(T,<S,m) and therefore (a fortiori) in

L4,(T,'S,m). Since

ERJcxc-fn-x/2 £ Z;\ < ER;\c22n'x[ ¿ Zfc
\ i=i       / \ \i=i

< ä;L-V'£| ¿ z,%)*j = ä;(c2-2£(z;(0)2)

<^({£(Z;(/))2}1/2)=/       *(a(0)"l(A)+/*(a(0l<l:a(,)>e,)"»(*)
I /  Ir Ir

uniformly in n as r A c = min(r, c) -* oo, then there exists a subsequence r' A c',

such that

äJü-^z^Uo
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almost everywhere uniformly in n as r' A c' -* oo. By fact H,

(5)
-1/2 I zù

1=1

almost everywhere uniformly in n  as r' a c' -> oo.  Since  F/ satisfies CLT in

Lç(T, <$, m), then facts F, G and (5) imply

tln-^tx^y,

where y is a symmetric Gaussian p.m. on (L^, iB(L^)). There exists a measurable

subset T0, m(T0) = 0, such that £X2(i) < oo for t c T\T0, and the finite-dimen-

sional CLT implies that for any finite subset (t,,..., tk) c T\ T0,

2,   ̂ £j) -   ̂ J
1/2   '•••' ¿*    w,/2   I w Y/„...A»

fc-dimensional Gaussian measure with the covariance function {EX(t¡)X(t¡) : i, j =

l,...,k). Then by the Proposition it follows that

(6) f x(s)x(t) dy(x) = EX(s)X(t)

for all s and t outside a set of m-measure zero.

Proof of (b). Let X' he an independent copy of X, and let X = X - X'. Then

y„ = e I
,, n 1/2

There exist Gaussian r.e.'s G„, G with laws yn,y,n^N, such that (7„ -> G a.e. This

implies there exists a subsequence («') such that, for almost every t, G„.(t, u) -t

G(/, w) in P, therefore in law. By fact B there exists a measurable subset T0,

m(T0) = 0, such that for any finite subset {tx,..., tk} c T\ T0,

and

l'-i («)        i-i (»)

£(G„,(/1),...,G„,(f,))-r£(G(íl),...,G(/J).

By the finite-dimensional CLT it follows that for any {/,,..., tk) c T\ T0,

(G(tx),..., G(tk)) is a symmetric Gaussian vector with the covariance function

(EX¡(t)X(tj): i, j = l,...,k). Then facts C and D imply that y is a centered

Gaussian measure on (¿<fi, "35 (L^)) such that

J x(s)x(t) y(dx) = EX(s)X(t)
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for all s and t outside a set of w-measure zero and {EX2(t))x/2 g L^. Therefore for

some a > 0,

ER^(acxcf\X(t) - EX(t)\) < ER;(a2c22\X(t) - EX(t)\2)

< R;(a2c22E(X(t) - £*(/))2) < R<,(a(E(X(t) - EX(t)f}W2) < oo,

and the process X(t) — FAX?) has almost all its sample paths in ¿^ so the function

(class of functions) EX(t) is in Lr Since (E(X(t) - EX(t))2)x/2 g ¿^ by the first

part of the theorem X - EX also satisfies the CLT, but this implies the functions

nx/2EX(t) are ¿^ bounded. Hence, EX(t) = 0 w-a.e. and (EX2(t))x/1 G ¿^ hence

(b) is proved.

Let us denote by D^ = DL [0,1] the space of all functions defined on the unit

interval into ¿^ which are right-continuous and have left-hand limits endowed with

the Skorohod topology induced by the metric dQ [2, 6].

Let {£„}^=, be a sequence of i.i.d. ¿^-valued random elements, <£>(f1/2) equivalent

to ^-concave, defined on a common probability space (fi, 2, P). Define S0 = 0,

S„ = £, + • • • + 4« and X„(t) = S[nl]/nx/2. Obviously, Xn is a sequence of ¿^-valued

random elements. By applying our theorem to Corollary 1 of [6] we immediately get

the necessary and sufficient conditions for the Invariance Principle for ¿^-valued

random elements ($(i1/2) equivalent to $-concave).

Corollary 1. The sequence of Devalued random elements Xn(t) = 5,(„,]/«'/2

converges in distribution to the Wiener process W^ if and only if [Elf(t)}x/2 G ¿

Let Sn and X„ he defined as before on (S2, 2, P). By vn let us denote a sequence of

integer-valued random variables defined on (Í2, 2, P), and by a„, a sequence of

positive reals tending to infinity. Define

yn=(Vh)s[nl],        Zn={l/{a-n)s{n>].

By Theorems 2 and 3 from [6] and our Theorem we get the following corollary

concerning the random change of time.

Corollary 2. Assume {E£2(t))x/2 g Lr If:

(i) vn/an converges in probability to a positive constant 0, then   Yn -> W^ and

z„-*el/2wt.

(ii) vn/an converges in probability to a positive random variable 0 then F„ -» W^ and

Zn -* 0q/2W£, where 0O is independent of W^ and has the same distribution as 6.

(hi) (1/ fn)SPn ■* i and (1/ jŒv^ -» 0f2è.
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